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From now on he's got two hearts beating in his scale-clad chest, and two mighty wings
on his back. In the faraway planet of two moons, he was born again as a dragon... but
would it make him any less human?The Dragon Inside, a bestselling series by Alex
Sapegin, is comprised of a total of four books: - Becoming the Dragon- Taking Wing- A
Tale of Violence- Three Wars It is a saga of portal traveling, bodily transformations,
reincarnation and epic combat, but first and foremost a story of discovering and
reclaiming one's true self.Having unwittingly stumbled into the site of a scientific
experiment, Andy gets teleported to the faraway planet of Ilanta, inhabited by both
human and supernatural beings. In this new world, he will encounter all kinds of exciting
adventures and grim challenges, mastering his newly developed magic skills,
befriending orcs, elves, and dragons, fighting the good fight, and eventually continuing
on his quest for justice reincarnated as a dragon.It was obvious right from the get-go
that destiny has something unique in store for Andy Kerimov, a small-town teenager
who survives a direct strike from lightning which leaves him with immunity to electronic
devices and extraordinary magic powers just waiting to be released.Teleported to the
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Ilanta, Andy gets no cordial welcome: he is captured, chained up and
sold into slavery -- but not before he accidentally activates an ancient artifact and sets
Karegar the Dragon free, who would later become his mentor and foster father. When
fatally wounded, Andy chooses to undergo an ancient ritual to be reborn as a dragon,
a.k.a. a Master of Heaven.He will have to go a long way before settling into his new
body and mastering his newly acquired powers. On his way, he will make loyal friends
and bitter enemies, going through fire and ice, defending the right and taking the weak
under his wing. Little does he know that he is destined to play a central part in an epic
conflict soon to break out where the future of the two planets, as well as his nowfaraway homeland, would be at stake...
Sure, you think you know the story of the fearsome red dragon, Dragonia. How it
terrorized the village of Skendrick until a brave band of heroes answered the noble
villagers' call for aid. How nothing could stop those courageous souls from facing down
the dragon. How they emerged victorious and laden with treasure. But, even in a world
filled with epic adventures and tales of derring-do, where dragons, goblins, and
unlicensed prestidigitators run amok, legendary heroes don't always know what
they'redoing. Sometimes they're clueless. Sometimes beleaguered townsfolk are more
hapless than helpless. And orcs? They're not always assholes, and sometimes they
don't actually want to eat your children. Heloise the Bard, Erithea's most renowned
storyteller (at least, to hear her tell it), is here to set the record straight. See, it turns out
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adventuring isn't
easy, and true heroism is as rare as an articulate villager. Having
spent decades propagating this particular myth (which, incidentally, she wrote), she
finally able to tell the real story-for which she just so happened to have a front-row seat.
Welcome to Erithea. I hope you brought a change of undergarments-things are going to
get messy.
The mightiest dragon threatens the world, and only the power of a Dragon Song can
vanquish him. Two years have passed since Kaiya rediscovered the lost magic of
Dragon Songs, yet the power of her voice is untrained. Potential suitors see her as a
stepping stone. One ruthless cousin would rather step on her gravestone. Not one to
get walked over or buried, Kaiya is holding out for the exiled foreign prince who inspired
her to sing. The only one who appreciates her abilities more is the world's last dragon,
Avarax, and it's not because he enjoys a good song. Raw and unproven, she finds
mentors in unlikely places. An elf courtier. An ancient healer. A martial arts master. And
an evil sorcerer. She'll need their guidance to survive the final showdown between a girl
finding her voice, and a dragon who has no intention of being fooled a second time.
A sweeping, exotic historical saga for fans of Dinah Jefferies. One sultry evening in
Kowloon, Dr Rowena Rossiter and Sister Alice Huntley are off-duty and in search of fun
– little knowing that their world is on the brink of collapse. That night, Rowena will meet
two men who will fight for her heart for the next four years. Connor O'Connor, the
rebellious Irish soldier, who will woo and then lose her, and Kim Pheloung. Immensely
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rich and the most
beautiful man Rowena has ever seen, he is also the most ruthless,
with a sinister need possess and control. When the Japanese invasion leaves this
previously strong and independent woman raped and broken, who will succeed in
claiming Rowena's body and soul? And will she ever learn to love the child born of that
terrible Christmas Day?
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are operating
again after centuries of silence, and religion professor Robert Langdon is called in to
assist with the case.
Kaiya escapes her ordeal at the hands of the Teleri Emperor, only to return to a
homeland beset by enemies on all sides, and crumbling from within. As a teenager, she
quelled a rebellion with the Dragon Scale Lute. As a young adult, she vanquished a
dragon with the power of her voice. Now, robbed of her magic by grief, Kaiya must
navigate a web of court intrigue to save the realm before it falls. Only she can lay claim
to the Dragon Throne on behalf of her unborn sons-whether the father is the lover who
perished rescuing her, or the hated enemy who killed him. In the final story in Kaiya's
saga, she must rally a nation, repel invaders, and prove to the world why her family
alone holds the Mandate of Heaven.
The sixth book in George R. R. Martin's critically acclaimed, world wide best-selling
series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE - the inspiration behind HBO's GAME OF
THRONES. 'An absorbing, exciting read ... Martin's style is so vivid that you will be
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The dragons are gathering, which can only mean one thing. Death. Minx, a royal Fae
has been tasked with saving her people. Problem is, the only way to do that is by
slaying a dragon and bringing their hide back to Paddling Grounds. The magic that
resides inside dragons is strong and without it her people will die. Except Minx has
never slayed a dragon, she hasn't even ever seen one, but she knows where to find
them. With help from her Faelyr, half fae and half tiger companion, Minx sets out to
Talon Range. Kaleb, the dragon heir to the Pyra clan isn't looking for war. But then
again no one has ever asked him what he wants. He has a duty and he will do
whatever is needed to keep his people safe. Even if that means taking on the darkness
himself. When Kaleb and Minx come face to face, a battle erupts. Neither are giving up,
neither will fail. Until they realize they share a common enemy and only together can
they defeat them. With a pull between them that is strictly forbidden, Minx and Kaleb
find they are on their own and time is running out. A fae, a dragon and a war neither are
prepared for. The end of both species is near and only they can save each other. How
to Kill a Dragon is the first book in the Heir of Dragons trilogy by USA Today Bestselling
Author J.A. Culican. Full of dark magic, dragon shifters and forbidden romance. Fans of
Jennifer L. Armetrout and Sarah J. Maas will love this new epic fantasy romance with a
dose of dragon riding and magic bonding.

Dragons are slaves.Using stolen magic, the human Kingdom of Rolm has risen to
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power on the back of the world's most formidable predator. But that is about to
change.Bayloo is the first of the free dragons. Born into slavery, his shackled
mind has awakened to find a human giving him orders and the rest of his kind
enthralled to an evil king. The world shall now face the rage of
dragons.Experience a fearsome struggle for supremacy between human and
dragon, where the victory will determine the fate of the world.
Ren is a young gryfess on the verge of initiation into the Dawn Spire pride. She
comes from a distinguished line of huntresses, and is expected to follow in their
path. Unfortunately, the only thing Ren is interested in hunting is knowledge.
When her curiosity over a mysterious discovery costs her the initiation hunt, her
mother banishes her from the family den. Devastated, Ren is determined to
redeem herself. Her chance comes when she takes part in an exchange of young
gryfons and journeys to the Silver Isles. Instead of adventure and fellowship, Ren
and the others find a pride suffering strange calamities, and a deadly, sweeping
illness that has driven them from their home island. Gryfons are dying, and Ren
sets out to find answers. She thinks the disasters and the illness might be
connected to her discovery at home, and if she’s right, she could save the pride.
But if she's wrong, they will all pay the price.
Only a naive misfit with the perfect voice can save the world with lost magic.
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The planet Pern has been colonized for centuries by humans. When humans first
settled on this world, they did not take notice of its sister planet, which had an
indigenous life form that attempted to land on Pern when it came within reach.
These silver "threads" fell in a destructive wave on the temperate lands of Pern
once every 200 years, destroying all life they encountered. To combat this
menace, the inhabitants of Pern developed a species of dragon that could burn
these threads out of the sky before they touched down. Now, centuries have
passed between threadfalls, and the danger of thread is considered a myth.
However, a dragon rider named F'lar knows that the riders are once again
needed.
An arrogant dragon. A smart-mouthed priestess. The fate of the world depends
on them working together. Suzume’s life is ruined. Exiled to a remote mountain
shrine, she’s training to become a priestess. A life of poverty doesn’t suit her,
and she dreams of her old life as a princess. When she accidentally awakens the
god of the mountain, she discovers new powers and a whole lot of problems. The
god is a fake. For five hundred years, the dragon was trapped at the shrine.
Betrayed by the woman he loved, he needs to find her reincarnation to get his
revenge. Since Suzume freed him, he chooses her to help him. But when
Suzume discovers she is that woman, it’s a race to seal him again before he
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finds out. With new powers come dangerous enemies. The dragon is not the only
one she needs to worry about. A powerful monster wants Suzume for his own.
Until she can learn to control her abilities, the dragon is the only one who can
protect her. They must learn to work together to stop the monster, if they don’t
kill each other in the process... If you loved the fierce heroine from Throne of
Glass and the action and adventure of InuYasha, you’ll love Nicolette Andrews’s
The Priestess and the Dragon. A story of love, magic, and revenge that readers
say they couldn’t put down. Get the first three books in the saga today!
Lanen Kaelar has dreamed of dragons all her life. But not just dreaming, for
Lanen believes in dragons. Her family mocks her that dragons are just a silly
myth. A legend. But Lanen knows better. And she means to prove it. One day
she sets out on a dangerous voyage to the remote West to find the land of the
True Dragons. What she discovers is a land of real dragons more beautiful—and
surprising—than any dream she could have imagined. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
For an imperial assassin, assignment as a courtesan in the Floating World seems
like a waste of her talents... until killers target her clan sisters. In the legendary
Floating World, wars are waged with wit, the strongest soldier can be bound with
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threads of silk, and flesh is the currency by which life, death, and freedom can all
be purchased. Half-elf Jie bemoans her temporary assignment as a Night
Blossom in the most sought-after house, even if it's the perfect cover for her real
work as an assassin in the emperor's service. When killers target her clan sisters,
it leads to a convergence of threats that could topple an empire. The Complete
Tales of the Floating World Includes six books and two bonus stories: Thorn of
the Night Blossoms White Sheep of the Family Wretches of the Trench Interlude
(Bonus story) Temptress of Fates Last Heir of the North Second Interlude (Bonus
story) Last Bloom of the Jade Lotus
NOW THE ACCLAIMED HBO SERIES GAME OF THRONES—THE
MASTERPIECE THAT BECAME A CULTURAL PHENOMENON Winter is
coming. Such is the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of the fiefdoms
that owe allegiance to King Robert Baratheon in far-off King’s Landing. There
Eddard Stark of Winterfell rules in Robert’s name. There his family dwells in
peace and comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons Robb, Brandon, and Rickon;
his daughters Sansa and Arya; and his bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north,
behind the towering Wall, lie savage Wildings and worse—unnatural things
relegated to myth during the centuries-long summer, but proving all too real and
all too deadly in the turning of the season. Yet a more immediate threat lurks to
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the south, where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the King, has died under mysterious
circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his queen, the
lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel, vainglorious Prince Joffrey, and the
queen’s brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and wealthy House
Lannister—the first a swordsman without equal, the second a dwarf whose stunted
stature belies a brilliant mind. All are heading for Winterfell and a fateful
encounter that will change the course of kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the
Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys, heir of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled
all of Westeros, schemes to reclaim the throne with an army of barbarian
Dothraki—whose loyalty he will purchase in the only coin left to him: his beautiful
yet innocent sister, Daenerys.
When he is fooled by the townsfolk into thinking that he is a skilled dragonslayer, Phoney Bone
takes on the challenge to find the Red Dragon while Thorn deals with haunted dreams and
missing Gran'ma Ben.
A tale of two princes and the women they loved crosses the realms of human and elf and
reveals the courage and cowardice underpinning royalty. Original.
Stories about strange adventures in the fictional land of Krynn are accompanied by discussions
of the history, culture, music, and cookery of Krynn
HEAR YE, HEAR YE! King decrees Dragons must pay taxes! Dragon residents of Thima are
hereby ordered to present to the Kingdom one-third of their hoards and pillages. The renowned
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the new Dragon Tax Collector, Sybil Dragonsbane, will be tracking down
dragon debtors who fail to promptly bequeath their taxes as due. HEAR YE, HEAR YE! Sybil
Dragonsbane suspected of aiding and abetting the escape of a dragon wanted for tax evasion.
A reward is offered for the capture of Sybil and her red-haired companion. A short story version
of this novel first appeared in the anthology 'A Menagerie of Heroes' as 'The Dragon Tax.'
SPFBO 2018 Semi-Finalist. Lose yourself in this fusion of Asian and Western fantasy, which
critics extol as "wonderfully opulent," "Breathtaking," and "Unique." Only the lost magic of
Dragon Songs can save the world. Only an awkward girl with the perfect voice can rediscover
it. The Dragon Singers of old summoned typhoons and routed armies, liberating mankind from
the orcs before fading into legend. Now, with the world again facing a new cataclysm, the
power of music stirs in Kaiya, an a naïve misfit with the perfect voice. Without a master to
guide her, she must rely on Hardeep, a disgraced foreign paladin, to help awaken her latent
magic. His motives might not be entirely noble. When he leads her to the fabled Dragon Scale
Lute, which only a Dragon Singer can wield, it is up to Black Lotus Clan to intervene. Because
the instrument's fell power can save the world... Or destroy it.
A young boy who has no identity nor memory of his past washes ashore on the coast of Wales
and finds his true name after a series of fantastic adventures.
Once humans had magic and an alliance with dragons. Now they and the other races have
been enslaved by the Rhonas Empire-the elves-and can't even remember the world the way it
used to be. But thanks to the intervention of one determined dwarf and the human slave
warrior known as Drakis, all of that is about to change.
"Compelling and enjoyable" the British Fantasy Society Dragons once soared in the skies, but
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that was before
Transformation, before they took human form. Now, demonic forces stand
to obliterate them. When left mortally wounded, Darnuir, the Prince of Dragons, can only be
saved through a dangerous rebirthing spell. He is left as a babe in human hands. Twenty years
later, Darnuir is of age to wield the Dragon's Blade. As the last member of his bloodline, he is
the only one who can. He is plunged into a role he is not prepared for, to lead a people he
does not know. Shadowy demons ravage his new home and the alliance between humans,
dragons and fairies has fractured. Time is short, for new threats and deadlier enemies are
emerging...
An invincible empire threatens to invade Cathay, and only a Dragon Song can ensure peace.
After vanquishing the Last Dragon with the power of her voice, all Kaiya wants is a quiet life of
anonymity. Instead, the Emperor sends her to negotiate peace with the aggressive Teleri
Empire. The critical mission reunites her with her childhood friend Tian, now an assassin-spy
who loathes killing. He is no longer the adorable, gullible boy from her memories, any more
than she is the adventurous, sweet girl from his. Instead of rekindling nostalgia for a youthful
innocence they both yearn for, their reunion ignites a mutual hatred. When the Teleri Empire
breaks off talks, Tian must help Kaiya escape. Orcs, Ogres, and enemy soldiers stand
between them and home, and their volatile relationship could get them captured... or killed.
In accordance with prophecy, Avalon's existence is threatened in the year that stars stop
shining and at the time when both the dark child and Merlin's heir are to be revealed.
Why have island ecosystems always suffered such high rates of extinction? In our age, with all
the world's landscapes, from Tasmania to the Amazon to Yellowstone, now being carved into
island-like fragments by human activity, the implications of this question are more urgent than
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ever. Over theOf
past
eight years, David Quammen has followed the threads of island
biogeography on a globe-encircling journey of discovery.
Janner, Tink, and Leeli Igiby experience many fantastic adventures while looking for a lost
treasure.
The fate of the world rests on Suzume’s shoulders—if she doesn’t set it on fire first. As she
struggles to master her abilities, she must also contend with an overprotective dragon. Kaito
only sees her as a princess in need of saving, but she is anything but. When a mysterious
stranger unlocks new potential in Suzume, it drives an even bigger wedge between Kaito and
her. But despite the warnings of her allies, Suzume chooses a dangerous path to power. Can
she learn to control her gift before it consumes her and the entire world?
An arrogant dragon. A smart-mouthed priestess. The fate of the world depends on them
working together. Suzume’s life is ruined. Exiled to a remote mountain shrine, she is training
to become a priestess. A life of poverty doesn’t suit her, and she dreams of her old life as a
princess. When she accidentally awakens the god of the mountain, she discovers new powers
and a whole lot of problems. The god is a fake. For five hundred years, the dragon was
trapped at the shrine. Betrayed by the woman he loved, he needs to find her reincarnation to
get his revenge. Since Suzume freed him, he chooses her to help him. But when Suzume
discovers she’s that woman, it’s a race to seal him again before he finds out. With new
powers come dangerous enemies. The dragon is not the only one she needs to worry about. A
powerful monster wants Suzume for his own. Until she can learn to control her abilities, the
dragon is the only one who can protect her. They must learn to work together to stop him, if
they don’t kill each other in the process. If you loved the fierce heroine from Throne of Glass
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adventure of InuYasha, you’ll love Nicolette Andrews’s The Priestess and
the Dragon. A story of love, magic, and revenge that readers say they couldn’t put down. Get
the first book in this fast paced romantic fantasy series today!
Aram Raythe has the power to challenge the gods. He just doesn't know it yet. Aram thinks
he's nothing but a misfit from a small fishing village in a dark corner of the world. As far as
Aram knows, he has nothing, with hardly a possession to his name other than a desire to make
friends and be accepted by those around him, which is something he's never known. But Aram
is more. Much, much more. Unknown to him, Aram bears within him a gift so old and rare that
many people would kill him for it, and there are others who would twist him to use for their own
sinister purposes. These magics are so potent that Aram earns a place at an academy for
warrior mages training to earn for themselves the greatest place of honor among the armies of
men: dragon riders. Aram will have to fight for respect by becoming not just a dragon rider, but
a Champion, the caliber of mage that hasn't existed in the world for hundreds of years. And the
land needs a Champion. Because when a dark god out of ancient myth arises to threaten the
world of magic, it is Aram the world will turn to in its hour of need.
Basil, a small, flying lizard, makes a surprising discovery while engaged in Avalon's great war
between the evil Rhita Gawr and the forces of good.

As a lowly pot boy, Holt Cook was never meant to be a dragon rider. Until in a moment
of madness, he saves a dragon egg doomed to be destroyed. A blind hatchling with a
mysterious and unknown magic. Soul-bonding with the dragon, Holt gains access to its
magical core. Only through training and perseverance can he cultivate its power to
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stand a chance
the battles to come. For the riders are preparing for war. Undead
horrors are rising across the land. Kings and riders alike die in their strongholds. Order
is crumbling. And Holt faces a terrible decision. To do what is expected and maintain
order, or do what he knows to be right and cause only chaos?
The story of one man's triumph over a legendary monster, Beowulf marks the beginning
of Anglo-Saxon literature as we know it today. This Enriched Classic includes: • A
concise introduction that gives readers important background information • A timeline of
significant events that provides the book's historical context • An outline of key themes
and plot points to help readers form their own interpretations • Detailed explanatory
notes • Critical analysis and modern perspectives on the work • Discussion questions
to promote lively classroom and book group interaction • A list of recommended related
books and films to broaden the reader's experience Enriched Classics offer readers
affordable editions of great works of literature enhanced by helpful notes and insightful
commentary. The scholarship provided in Enriched Classics enables readers to
appreciate, understand, and enjoy the world's finest books to their full potential. Series
edited by Cynthia Brantley Johnson
Free epic fantasy novel! Song of Dragons -- a fantasy trilogy of blood, steel, and
dragonfire. For fans of epic fantasy like A Game of Thrones and The Lord of the Rings.
BOOK ONE: BLOOD OF REQUIEM Long ago stood the kingdom of Requiem, a land of
men who could grow wings and scales, breathe fire, and take flight as dragons.
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Requiem ruled
sky. But Dies Irae, a tyrant leading an army of griffins, hunted
Requiem's people, burned their forests, and shattered their temples. Requiem fell. This
ancient land now lies in ruin, its halls crumbled, its cries silenced, its skeletons littering
the burned earth. In the wilderness, a scattering of survivors lives in hiding. The griffins
still hunt them, and every day promises death. Will Requiem's last children perish in
exile... or once more become dragons and fly to war? Blood of Requiem -- a free epic
fantasy novel for fans of dragons, A Game of Thrones, and swords and sorcery.
____________ THE REQUIEM SERIES: Requiem: Dawn of Dragons Book 1:
Requiem's Song Book 2: Requiem's Hope Book 3: Requiem's Prayer Requiem: Song of
Dragons Book 1: Blood of Requiem Book 2: Tears of Requiem Book 3: Light of
Requiem Requiem: Dragonlore Book 1: A Dawn of Dragonfire Book 2: A Day of Dragon
Blood Book 3: A Night of Dragon Wings Requiem: The Dragon War Book 1: A Legacy
of Light Book 2: A Birthright of Blood Book 3: A Memory of Fire Requiem: Requiem for
Dragons Book 1: Dragons Lost Book 2: Dragons Reborn Book 3: Dragons Rising
Requiem: Flame of Requiem Book 1: Forged in Dragonfire Book 2: Crown of Dragonfire
Book 3: Pillars of Dragonfire Requiem: Dragonfire Rain Book 1: Blood of Dragons Book
2: Rage of Dragons Book 3: Flight of Dragons
A magic apocalypse. Refugees from Earth. A new world. Elves, orcs, and dragons!
Portals from Overworld have appeared on Earth, and beings intent on conscripting
humanity into the mysterious Trials have invaded. Earth is doomed. Humanity has been
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exiled. Can Jamie
save mankind? Jamie Sinclair, a young man with unique gifts, must
find a way for his family and friends to survive Earth's destruction and build a new home
in Overworld. The Trials is not a game. Will Jamie survive its challenges? Join Jamie as
he struggles through the brutal Trials while wrestling with his new magics and
Overworld's game-like dynamics. A fantasy post-apocalyptic survival story of one man's
journey to save humanity.
Only an orphan half-elf spy can avert a rebellion before it starts.Jie's superior senses
have made her the perfect lookout. Now, as the adopted daughter of the Black Lotus
Clanmaster, she wants to prove her pointed ears aren't a liability when she's tasked to
infiltrate a rebel lord's castle.In this prequel novelette to Songs of Insurrection, Jie must
decide between her duty to the emperor and her sense of compassion toward the
downtrodden. No matter her choice, it will have explosive consequences for her, the
realm, and the upcoming war.
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